Tettogres Gloss Tiles deliver contemporary style. The tiles unite satin-sheen elegance with the benefits of a self cleaning roof, and the promise of a lifetime of beauty.
MATTE
Tettagres Matte & Antiqua tiles bring old world beauty within reach. These tiles share the essence of colonial life and offer a perfect bond of tradition and technology.

ANTIQUA

MATTE & ANTIQUA BLEND
KEY BENEFITS

- Lower weight per square
- Traceability
- Easy installation
- Thermal comfort
- Cracking & fading resistance
- Physical durability
- High impermeability
- Technical assistance
- Easy maintenance
- Salinity resistance

ACCESSORIES

- Glass tile Spanish-S
- Glass tile Double-S
- Ridge
- Rake
- 3-way apex
- Hip starter
- Double-S rake
Tettogres Tiles are manufactured using a high technology called SemiGres. SemiGres leverages many aspects of traditional ceramic tile manufacturing, and brings new advances to enable the following advantages:

- Low water absorption
- Enhanced physical strength
- Increased insulating capacity
- Lifetime finish